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Waterhog Premier Entrance Mats are heavy-duty floor mats for all applications. This waterhog 
entrance floor mat has a unique diamond ridge design which effectively removes dirt and water from 
shoes. The water dam border on this waterhog entrance mat holds water within its trenches and off of 
the floor. 

• The rubber-reinforced surface, borders and backing give these waterhog mats ultimate strength. 

• Surface of waterhog floor mat is an anti-static polypropylene fabric that dries quickly and will not 
fade or rot. 

• Ideal waterhog entrance mats for both indoor and outdoor use. 

• Clean waterhog floor mats by simply vacuuming, extraction cleaning methods, or hose off and hang 
to dry. 

Item No: EPW 



Standard Sizes (Approximate) 

Size Qty. 1 Qty. 2-10 Qty. 11-25 Qty. 26+ 

2' x 3' $36.54 $35.08 $32.89 $31.06 

3' x 4' $73.08 $70.16 $65.77 $62.12 

3' x 5' $91.36 $87.71 $82.22 $77.66 

3' x 6' $132.88 $128.84 $124.44 $120.32 

3' x 8' $168.84 $162.09 $151.96 $143.51 

3' x 10' $182.70 $175.39 $164.43 $155.30 

3' x 12' $253.26 $243.13 $227.93 $215.27 

3' x 16' $337.68 $324.17 $303.91 $287.03 

3' x 20' $422.10 $405.21 $379.89 $358.79 

3' x 23.8' $560.65 $558.52 $552.20 $544.44 

3' x 27' $658.15 $648.80 $636.60 $624.44 

3' x 31' $755.66 $744.40 $738.84 $726.60 

4' x 6' $146.16 $140.31 $131.54 $124.24 

4' x 8' $225.12 $216.12 $202.61 $191.35 

4' x 10' $243.60 $233.86 $219.24 $207.06 

4' x 12' $337.68 $324.17 $303.91 $287.03 

4' x 16' $450.24 $432.23 $405.22 $381.70 

4' x 20' $562.80 $540.29 $506.52 $478.38 

4' x 23.8' $747.54 $732.20 $724.88 $716.64 

4' x 27' $877.54 $860.60 $848.80 $836.60 

4' x 31' $1,007.56 $988.80 $968.56 $954.40 

6' x 6' $268.04 $241.12 $224.40 $214.96 

6' x 8.4' $354.56 $340.38 $319.10 $301.38 

6' x 12.2' $514.96 $494.36 $463.46 $437.71 

6' x 16' $675.36 $648.35 $607.82 $574.06 

6' x 20' $844.20 $810.43 $759.78 $717.57 

6' x 23.8' $1,121.30 $1,112.20 $1,098.80 $1,084.40 

6' x 27' $1,316.30 $1,299.96 $1,280.64 $1,268.32 

6' x 31' $1,511.33 $1,488.80 $1,464.40 $1,452.20 

Call for Larger Sizes 

 

Available Colors 

                                                                                 
    Charcoal                         Black Smoke                      Dark Brown                     Chestnut Brown                     Mid Brown 



 
 

                                                                                 
   Red Black                            Maroon                            Regal Red                          Solid Red                             Orange 
 
 

                                                                                 
      Khaki                                   Gold                                 Yellow                                 White                           Medium Grey 
 
 

                                                                                 
   Gray Ash                          Aquamarine                        Light Green                        Evergreen                       Southern Pine 
 
 

                                                                                 
    Bluestone                       Medium Blue                            Navy                                  Indigo                                Purple 
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